approximately 2 octaves for all complexity groups. Preliminary
results from the CSF ideal observer analysis showed shallower
slopes for the peak SF vs. size functions, but a similar trend for
the bandwidth data compared with human performance.
Conclusions: Peak SF of the tuning function did not scale
perfectly with character size (log-log slopes<1). The SF
characteristics of CC recognition exhibited size-dependence,
which differed across complexity groups. The ideal observer
model utilizing human CSF and character-identity information
failed to explain our data.

orientation. A dynamic noise pattern was presented to one of the
observer’s eyes at full contrast, while images of tools (left- or
right handed) were simultaneously presented to the left or right
visual field of the other eye. The subjects were asked to respond
to the appearance of any partial or full part of the test image
(Experiment2). Results showed that 1) observers responded
faster in the congruent condition (the same orientation between
prime and target) and 2) tool images shown in the right visual
field took less time to gain dominance against the dynamic noise.
These results suggest that even without overt recognition of
presented tools, an object’s affordance can be registered and
processed in the brain.
Acknowledgement: This research was supported by NSF grant BCS0818588.

P2-37 Processing affordance information from invisible tool
images
Shinho Cho1(choxx305@umn.edu), Sheng He1; 1University of
Minnesota, United States
A recent study showed that viewing manipulable objects such as
images of tools induces the neural activation of posterior
parietal areas. This neural activation is observed even when
visual awareness of the image is visually suppressed. (Fang and
He, 2005 Nature Neuroscience 10 1380-1385; Almeida et al,
2010 Psychological Science 21 772-778). However, the specific
visuomotor information in tool images that drives the activation
of dorsal areas is still unclear. We measured priming effect of
invisible tool prime (left or right handed orientation). Observers
distinguished the orientation of target tools (appropriate for left
vs right handed grip) briefly presented following visually
suppressed primes (Experiment1). Also we measured the
suppression time of tool images whose handle direction was
presented in a left- or right-handed orientation. A dynamic noise
pattern was presented to one of the observer’s eyes at full
contrast, while images of tools (left- or right handed) were
simultaneously presented to the left or right visual field of the
other eye. The subjects were asked to respond to the appearance
of any partial or full part of the test image (Experiment2).
Results showed that 1) observers responded faster in the
congruent condition (the same orientation between prime and
target) and 2) tool images shown in the right visual field took
less time to gain dominance against the dynamic noise. These
results suggest that even without overt recognition of presented
tools, an object’s affordance can be registered and processed in
the brain. A recent study showed that viewing manipulable
objects such as images of tools induces the neural activation of
posterior parietal areas. This neural activation is observed even
when visual awareness of the image is visually suppressed.
(Fang and He, 2005 Nature Neuroscience 10 1380-1385;
Almeida et al, 2010 Psychological Science 21 772-778).
However, the specific visuomotor information in tool images
that drives the activation of dorsal areas is still unclear. We
measured priming effect of invisible tool prime (left or right
handed orientation). Observers distinguished the orientation of
target tools (appropriate for left vs right handed grip) briefly
presented following visually suppressed primes (Experiment1).
Also we measured the suppression time of tool images whose
handle direction was presented in a left- or right-handed

P2-38 What gives a face its race?
Wonmo Jung1(croquies@korea.ac.kr), Regine GM Armann1, Isabelle
Bülthoff2; 1Korea University, Korea, 2Max Planck Institute for Biological
Cybernetics, Germany
By biological criteria, human “races” do not exist (e.g.,
Cosmides et al., 2003). Nevertheless, every-day life and
research from various fields show that we robustly and reliably
perceive humans as belonging to different race groups. Here, we
investigate the bases for our quick and easy judgments, by
measuring the influence of manipulated facial features on race
classification. Asian and Caucasian faces of our 3-dimensional
face database (http://faces.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de) were paired
according to sex, age and overall appearance. With these AsianCaucasian face pairs we created a variety of mixed-race faces,
by exchanging facial features between both faces of a pair: eyes,
nose, mouth, “outer” features, shape or texture. Original and
modified faces were shown in a simple race classification task.
We tested 24 Westerners (Germany) and 24 Easterners (South
Korea). In both groups, eyes and texture were major
determinants for race classification, followed by face shape, and
then outer features, mouth, nose, which only had a weak
influence on perceived face. Eastern participants classified
Caucasian original faces better than Asian original faces, while
Western participants were similarly good at classifying both
races. Western participants - but not their Eastern counterparts were less susceptible to eye, shape and texture manipulations in
other-race faces than in their own-race faces. A closer look at the
data suggests that this effect mainly originates from differences
in processing male and female faces in Western participants only.
Our results provide more evidence of differences between
observers from different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in face
perception and processing.
Acknowledgement: This study was supported by the Max Planck
Society and the World Class University Program at Korea University
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